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INTRODUCTION 
The complicated morphology of the new generation of advanced fibrous composites 
gave further impetus to the study of the interaction of ultrasonic waves with multilayered 
concentric cylindrical systems. Typically, the fiber consists of a cylindrical core embedded in 
a cladding region followed by a distinct interface zone separating the fiber system from the 
host (matrix) region. In addition, the cladding region itself often consists of subregions 
which can be identified as distinct layers. Each individual layer can posses certain degree of 
microscopic anisotropy adding to the macroscopic anisotropy produced by the presence of 
layering and imperfect interfaces. Relatively few efforts have been spent upon the study of 
free and immersed homogeneous anisotropic rods [1-5]. These works are insufficient to 
model real situations encountered in materials characterization of advanced fibrous 
composites. In order to better model advanced fibrous composites at least three major 
effects need to be accounted for. These are the inhomogeneous nature ofthe structure as 
reflected in its multilayering, the inherent microscopic anisotropy of some of the 
constituents and finally the quality of the interfaces. In this paper we briefly describe a 
unified analytical treatment of wave propagation along the fiber direction of multilayered 
coaxial fibrous systems embedded in a host material. A more detailed discussion of this 
general treatment will be presented elsewhere [6]. Figure 1 shows typical geometric 
situations including ( a) a single multilayered fiber, (b) a single multilayered fiber either 
immersed in an infinite fluid or embedded in an infinite solid, and (c) an infinite composite 
material with periodically distributed multilayered fibers. The host medium is general and 
can be either fluid, solid or vacuum representing a free rod. Alternatively, the host can be 
populated by a uniform distribution of multilayered fibers thus simulating actual 
unidirectional fibrous materials. Furthermore, each of the involved material components will 
be allowed to possess transverse or complete isotropy that insures axial symmetry along the 
fibers. The model can also be modified to account for the presence of imperfect interface 
zones. Similar to the other layers, the interface zone will then be treated as one having its 
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Figure I Typical geometric situations including (a) a single multilayered fiber, (b) a 
single multilayered fiber either immersed in an infinite fluid or embedded in an infinite solid, 
and (c) an infinite composite material with periodically distributed multilayered fibers. 
own stiffuesses and full elastic solutions. Since interface zones are usually thin layers with 
degraded properties, in many cases there might be an interest in isolating and assessing the 
degree of influence of a specific imperfect interface on the overall propagation process. 
Details of the propagation process in this zone might not be necessary to consider in light of 
the fact that its thickness is very small. As an alternative, we seek to manifest the role of the 
interface as a modifier to the continuity conditions (e.g., by introducing finite interfacial 
stiffuess condition) that would otherwise exist between its two neighboring layers. This will 
undoubtedly result in an approximate representation of the interface zone. 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE 
Combinations of the axi-symmetric form of the momentum equation and the 
transversely isotropic form of the constitutive equation yield two coupled wave equations 
for the radial u and axial w displacement components as follows 
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Formal solutions of these differential equations can be written as the superposition of partial 
wavesoftheform u = Af3dyr)exp[i(kz-rot)j and w = Bf3o(yr)exp[i(kz-rot)}, 
where A and B are unknown displacement amplitudes, f30 and f3I are zero- and first-
order Bessel functions of the first or second kind, ro is the angular frequency, and k and y 
denote the axial and radial wave numbers, respectively. By substituting these solutions into 
the above wave equation, we obtain Christoffel's characteristic equation 
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that allows four eigenvalues, ydro,k), -ydro,k), Y2(ro,k), and -Y2(ro,k), corresponding 
to converging and diverging quasi-transverse and quasi-longitudinal waves. The 
polarizations (eigenvectors) ~I = BI / Al and ~2 = B2 / A2 can be determined from 
(3) 
For the f th layer, the above general solution can be written as follows: 
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where the matrix elements associated with the radial and axial stresses are 
d1,2 
JdY12 r) (5a) (cll YI2 + cl3 i k~I2)JO(Y12 r) - (cll - cl2) , 
, " r 
(112 . 1J. (y 1,2 r) (5b) = (cllYI2 +cl31k~I2)YO(YI2r)-(cll-cl2) 
, " r 
eI,2 = c44 (i k - ~1,2 YI,2) J]{y 1,2 r) (5c) 
eI,2 = C44(ik-~I,2YI,2)1J.(Y1,2r). (5d) 
In Eq. 4, J and Y represent first and second kind Bessel functions, respectively. 
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Let us apply these results to the coaxially layered structure shown in Figure 2. In 
matrix notation, Eq. 4 can be re-written as Uf. = Xf. Af.. This equation can then be 
specialized to the inner r = rf. and outer r = rf.+1 boundaries of the fth layer as 
Ui = Xi Af. and U; = Xi Af., respectively. For each layer, a local transfer matrix Mf. 
can be defined by Ui = Mf. ut, where Mf. = Xi (Xi) -1. The boundary conditions at 
r = rf.+1 require the continuity of the stresses and displacements at the interface, i.e., 
U; = Ui+ b that can be exploited to define a global transfer matrix by U1 = M U;_ b 
where M = M1 M2 ... M p -1. This approach is analogous to the transfer matrix technique 
introduced originally for flat interfaces by Thomson [7] and somewhat later on by Haskell 
[8], that has been used ever since extensively in a wide variety of applications. Finally, the 
stresses and displacements at the interface between the fiber and the host can be written by 
the partial wave amplitudes in the core (£ = p) as U1 = Q Ap , where Q = M xp. 
Of course, for a solid core, Ai and .12 of A p must vanish to assure finite field 
amplitudes at the axis of the fiber. 
APPLICATIONS 
The application of the general method for studying the propagation of longitudinal 
waves in coaxially layered anisotropic fibers will be demonstrated through a few examples 
of particular interest. For a free fiber, U1 = Uo, where arr and arz of Uo diminish. 
The characteristic equation of the free modes propagating in a free fiber can be written by 
the secular determinant as follows 
(6) 
host fluid or solid 
Figure 2 Schematic diagram of the coaxially layered structure and the numbering 
strategy used in our calculations. 
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Similarly, for an immersed fiber, VI = Vo, where arz of Vo diminishes. The 
characteristic equation of the free modes propagating in an immersed fiber is then 
Ql1 Hdy frY ~3 
Q3l df Q33 0, (7) 
Q41 ef Q43 
where the Bessel function has been replaced by the first kind Hankel function H to satisfy 
the radiation condition at infinity. For an embedded fiber, Vo = VI and the characteristic 
equation is given by the determinant ofa four-by-four matrix: 
Q21 ~lhHo(Ylh r) 
Q3l d1h 
Q41 elh 
HI (Y2h r) 
~2hHo(Y2h r) 
d2h 
e2h 
0. (8) 
A fiber immersed in a viscous fluid can be simply modeled as a fiber embedded in a 
hypothetical isotropic solid having rigidity C44 = - i ill I!, where I! denotes the viscosity 
of the fluid [9]. In addition to the above described exact dispersion equations for free, 
immersed, and embedded single fibers, our general formalism can be also used to derive an 
approximate dispersion equation for longitudinal bulk wave propagation in an infinite 
composite medium containing a periodic distribution of coaxially layered fibers of 
transversely isotropic constituents (see Figure Ic). According to the method originally 
suggested by Hegemier et al. [10], the composite is approximated by concentric cylindrical 
regions consisting of the fiber assembly as the "core" that is surrounded by a coaxial matrix 
layer. Symmetry conditions require that the radial displacement and shear stress at the outer 
radius of the concentric fiber-matrix system vanish and the approximate characteristic 
equation can be written as 
(9) 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the versatility of the suggested general 
wave propagation model through some examples. In order to simulate a real SCS fiber 
often used as reinforcement in state-of-the-art metal and ceramic matrix composites, the 
inner core is assumed to be a thin Carbon filament and the outer cladding is made of Silicon 
Carbide. The material properties and geometrical dimensions used in our calculations are 
listed in Ref. 6. Figure 3a shows the dispersion curves of the six lowest-order guided modes 
along free ( dotted lines) and immersed ( solid lines) textured fibers. As a result of the fluid 
loading, all guided modes become leaky into the water. There is no significant change in the 
phase velocity due to fluid loading except in certain ranges were the fluid loaded branches 
follow the highly attenuated complex (non-propagating) branches of the free fiber. To mark 
the transition from low-to-high attenuation, we plotted the curves with thin solid lines 
wherever the normalized attenuation exceeded IdB. We defined the normalized attenuation 
as the total attenuation along the fiber over a distance of one radius. Figure 3b shows the 
normalized attenuation for the six lowest-order guided modes along the immersed fiber. Of 
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particular interest is the low-frequency asymptotic behavior of the first-order axial mode. 
The normalized attenuation of this mode becomes proportional to the third power of the 
normalized frequency as the fiber radius becomes negligible with respect to the wavelength. 
Generally, guided modes in perfectly bonded fibers are so strongly attenuated that 
they cannot propagate over any significant length of the fiber. However, interface 
imperfections between the fiber and the surrounding matrix can substantially reduce the 
coupling and therefore the leakage-induced attenuation of the guided modes. Figure 4 
shows the dispersion curves of the first six guided modes along an imperfectly bonded fiber 
in solid lines. For easier comparison, the corresponding modes of the free fiber are also 
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Figure 3 Phase velocity (a) and attenuation versus frequency curves for the six 
lowest-order guided modes along free (dotted lines) and immersed (solid lines) textured 
fibers. 
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Figure 4 Dispersion curves of the first six guided modes along a free (dotted lines) 
and imperfectly bonded (solid lines) fiber at 1015 N/m3 interfacial stiffness. 
plotted in dotted lines. The most interesting feature of the embedded fiber is that at low 
frequencies the phase velocity of the axial modes drops below that of the shear velocity of 
the matrix and approaches zero [11]. In this region, the attenuation increases without limit 
and the guided mode cannot be regarded as a propagating mode any more. In these 
calculations, we used the simplified finite interfacial stiffness model and assumed that both 
normal and transverse interfacial stiffnesses are 1015 N/m3 At high frequencies, the 
dispersion curves of the imperfectly bonded fiber asymptotically approach those of the free 
fiber. Again, to mark the transition from relatively low-attenuation propagating modes to 
extremely high-attenuation non-propagating modes, we plotted the curves with thin solid 
lines wherever the normalized attenuation exceeded IdB. 
In the last example we consider an infinite composite medium consisting of a 
periodic distribution of SCS fibers embedded in a Titanium matrix according to the 
hexagonal arrangement previously shown in Figure 1c. Figure 5 shows the dispersion curves 
of the two lowest-order modes for imperfectly bonded fibers of different interfacial 
stiffnesses. For the sake of simplicity, we assumed that the normal and transverse interfacial 
stiffnesses are equal. The velocity of the lowest-order or "slow" mode, which is the only 
mode that can propagate at arbitrarily low frequencies, substantially decreases with 
decreasing interfacial stiffness. At very low frequencies, this mode propagates at a velocity 
determined by the law of mixtures. In the case ofloosely bonded fibers, this mode quickly 
drops to and then stays at the slightly lower longitudinal velocity of the matrix over a wide 
frequency range. Ultimately, the velocity of this mode further decreases as the frequency 
increases and asymptotically approaches the velocity of a Stoneley-type interface wave. The 
higher-order or "fast" mode asymptotically approaches the axial propagation of the 
unbonded free fiber as the interfacial stiffness decreases. This mode starts to propagate 
above a certain cut-off frequency which is mainly determined by the interfacial stiffness. 
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Figure 5 Dispersion curves of the two lowest-order longitudinal bulk modes for an 
infinite composite containing imperfectly bonded fibers of different interfacial stifthesses (in 
N/m3). 
CONCLUSIONS 
A unified general treatment of elastic guided wave propagation in anisotropic 
multilayered fiber systems was presented. Dispersion relationships were derived for either 
free, immersed or embedded fiber systems. Individual layers were assumed to be 
transversely isotropic with the axis of symmetry parallel to the axis of the fiber. Interface 
imperfections between any of the neighboring layers were accounted for by either the 
general transfer matrix of the interface zone or by a reduced transfer matrix based on the 
finite interfacial stifthess approximation. By invoking appropriate boundary conditions for 
multilayered fiber systems having an additional coaxial matrix cladding, the same formal 
solutions were applied to approximate elastic wave propagation along the fiber direction in 
infinite composite media containing a periodic distribution of multilayered fiber systems. 
The analytical results were numerically illustrated through the example of a typical 
multilayered, microscopically anisotropic (textured) Silicon Carbide coated Carbon (SCS) 
fibers which are commonly used in state-of-the-art ceramic and metal matrix composites. 
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